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16 Maine Campus • Sept. 26, 1978
llfairie finally scores TD 
Minutemen continue hex over Bears, 40-6 
Hockey tea,n stiil 
seeking first ·win
b, Donna Pinkham 
Hc·ad coach Deb Davis and tht"" Women·s 
lic•ld l1oci..,,· team 1,,i/1 110 on the road for 
lh<· fir,, 11;..e in 1hc regular sehon lhis 
Wc·clnc•,day. The Blad Bears will tra,·cl 10 
farming10n rn take on 1he Bea,·ers in hopes 
lo nm up their 0-J.J record. 
The lkars suffered their first dcfc·at of 
1rh last Friday as they hos1cd the 
Un"crs'1)' of Vermont and suffered a J-1 
lo,,,. 
Scrappy might be the "'lltd used to 
dc�tt>be lhc• UMO team 1hroughoot the 
game. bu1 they weren·t getting the breaks. 
UVM ""as ,·cry aggressive in tht"" early 
go,ngs and outplayed the hos1 team. 
getting the ball a"'·ay and domina11ng 
offensivelv. 
Arcordii.g t<.> Davis, her girls still havcn"t 
played long enough together as a team and 
arc· yet !O iron out a fe,., minor 
technicali1ies. ··We're crowding each 
other,""said Davis and added . .. ,..t"" have
ins1an<"t:s of '"'0 people pla)·tng the same 
hall. We don"t anticipate other pcuple's 
mo,cs." 
Vcrmunt got on the boards first with 
Amy Perkins' shot whkh rolled past rhe 
Maine goalie 8:22 into the firs1 half to take 
a 1-0 lead. UYM maintained that lead until 
Maine righl " 'ing. Julie Pe-ntland scored off 
an assist hv 1eammate Kim Coombs 1hus 
1ying the iame. 
The sure-footed ,·isitors then scrambled 
for No goals in the las! five minu1es of the 
half. c9ming off shots by Linda Peabody 
,.fa, was assisted on b<>1h pla,·s b)· Lisa 
Ft•rnandez. 
As the lut five minutes wound oo .. -n 1he 
home team gut inside sen,ral times in 
dc.,perate a1tcmp1s to score, but fell shnn. 
UMO's Anne Kaeslner slapped a ball into 
the net in the final minutes, but her shot 
cam� from outside the circle and "as 
rhewforc illegal and didn"t count. 
Head coach Davis nplaincd that her 
tcan, is going 1hrOt1gh a 1rial and error 
situ_ation as "°me of her girls arc pldying
posn,,,ns that they nrdinuily don·1 play. 
··we have some ne"' people subs1iruting
and we are feeling the effects of
inc,1 ricnce righ1 no,., .
..
u�•kin11 ahead to this ""cek's match-up
with lhe University of Maine at Farming­
ron. I.la vis is e1pccting ''a good game.'' ''It 
will be one ,.,.e have lo work in. but ,..e
shouldn'I lose i1." she said, 
� 
It's going to be a long season for the Uni,·crsity of 
Maine football team. if Saturday's game ""as any 
indication. 
Massarhusens has a good foo1ball team, there's no 
doubting that. Maine sometimes looks like a good 
football team. but mos1 of the time they look. well. like a 
b�d football team. 
Kevin Burnham 
In the three games 1hat Maine has played so far this 
sea.snn. they have managed tn score five touchdowns, 
with three of lhose 1ouchdo,.·ns coming late in the fourth 
quarter when they were already dow� b)· three 
touchdo,.·ns or more. 
The quar1crbad injuries haven't helped much, but 
when Maine plays someone who nets J S\ yards rushing 
against 1hem, wha1 the hell good is a quanerback when 
he dnesn"T get 1he ball? 
Speaking of Maine's quarterbacks, I hope Coach 
Bicknell stays with freshman quanerbad Pete Ouellette 
----, 
To11y Trafton /(J(Jks down]'i'ld for one uf his 
,,..,,.;,,..,. .. Tire Maine quanerbocA had a roug h 
day in hi.t ,�om 's 4/J-� drubbi,ig a, rite hands of 
Afossa,.husnts (photo by Fred Lord].
of Jay. Ahhough recently a defcnsin, back for the Main� 
squad. Ouellene was pressed into action during 
Saturday's game to play quarterback as a result of the 
injuries to Tunr Trafton, John Tursky and Tim Fedroff. 
Rich Grant is another Maine quarterback. 
Ouellette provided a needed spark to 1he rather 
sluggish Maine offense when he appeared in the four1h 
quar1er. 
Me engineered a ()!:!.yard touchdown drive with a neat 
19-yard scramble and passed over the UMass secondary 
for gains of 27 and 39 yards. He also had an earlier pa.% 
of 50 yards to Rob Carmichael. but UMass stopped The 
drive. This kid may be the ans,.·er to Bicknell"s prayers. 
Another as peel of the game that Maine seems to lack is 
spirit. In Saturday"s game. with ahout 7.200 people 
looking on. J upected to see players clapping hands,' 
jumping around. pacing and smacking head., and 
shoulders wgether to get P"Yched just before they took to 
the field. 
Before the game and most of the way through the 
game. though. Maine pla)·ers were keeping rn 
themselves. almost like they were feeling what was about 
to happen to them in the nut three hours. There was 
little clapping. shouting (except at referet""s). no 
confidence. 
In order to win a foo1ball game. a team must v,ork lih 
a machine. well oiled and ready to run. It looked liie the 
Maine machine brok� down before the game. 
Maine plays Central Connecticut !his Saturday. whom 
they beat last year 45-20 at Alumni Field. Co.a ch Bidnell 
said they are a team they can beat...on paper. Let's just 
hope I hey can play like a decenl football team. and forget 
the paper and heal them on the field. 
Developing leodersh,p ,n you Burldrng 
your se1t-cont1dence Challenging your 
ob1l1t1es G1v1ng you on edge on your 
classmates Teaching you something you 
may never 1hought you could learn on a 
college con1pus 
See 
Learn more about you Learn more 
oboul Army ROTC. 
Coll 581-7112 
@)Army ROTC 
Leorn whol ,1 lakes to leod 
Us Today! We Are In The Memorial Gym
r 
-
• 
Students protest $20 fee for universal gym 
by Barbara Dorsey 
About 170 smdcnts have signed a 
petition protesting The nc"'I)" implemented 
S20 semester fee for use of an eu�rcise 
machine ac the Memorial Gym. 
The fee. whkh is for the universal gym. 
"·as recommended by a Title 9 sports 
committee las! year. H was enacted this 
year for se,·era! reasons. :<aid Harold S. 
Westerman, direc1or of physical education 
and a1hletics. 
··This particular piece of equipmcnl is 
ex!remely e,pensivc to maintain. lt"s 
repaired every )'Car. We have to replace 
cables and lea1her on lhe .scats.'"he said. 
Westerman, howeycr, gavt"" no specific 
rnsts. 
Wes1erman said to be "consistent"' with 
other university equipment, a decision to 
hire a supen·isor for the uni,·crsal gym ,,.-as 
Weekend 
n,ade. "Also. we could haYe legal 
problems with negligence. This can be an 
auractive nuisance in legal terms. '"he said. 
A supervisor ...,-oulri also be '"e�pens;ve." 
he added 
"A 101 of times it has b"en used 
improperly. nol necessarily by students. 
Some folks come in and utiliLc the 
�quipment in an improper .. -ay,"he said. 
Another reason for charging admittance 
is to prevent · 'non•UMO poeple from using 
it,"'he said. 
David Ames, innamural director. alsn 
commented on 1he fee. "The universal is 
on its last legs. h's eight or nine years old. 
We"d like to purchase a new one, which 
would cost $4,000 tn SS,000. But we just 
don't have the money. "'he said. 
"Last year we had to spend S200 IO SJOO 
jus1 to replace some benches.·· Ames 
■ 
added. 
Varsity athletes, as part of their craining 
pr<>@ram will be able 10 use 1he universal 
free of cost, We5\erman :<aid. ··Jf ii is part 
of 1he program spelled oul by the coach, we 
will accept thi� as part of the program, "'he 
said. 
'"Just because they're a varsi!y athlete, 
1hoogh, doesn"t mean that they can use 
it,'"he said. 
When asked aboo! the petition, West• 
erman replied. ··1 told the ·'itudints who 
1alked 10 me about it that it was an 
appropriate way to voice their opinion. l 
would like them to come to me and say how 
they feel, "he said. 
Clifford Neal. a student who has signed 
the petition and has asked Student Legal 
Sen·ices to look imn the legality of 
charging studems buc letting varsity 
athletes use it free for their training 
programs, 1alked about the fee. 
'"They can charge these people for it but 
1101 varsity athletes. Th.u bottlers me. I just 
can"! see how they can charge students S40 
a year. Tha1·s an awfully large ,um of 
money,"Neal said. 
··1 have a f�ling that they"II be charging
for the use of the field house pretty soon. 
All I can see now is the athletic director 
riding around on a golf can with all that 
money coming in,"he said. 
Neal added that when he was a 
freshman, he was \old by a university 
official that the universal would be free of 
charge. Neal, who has heen using 1he 
universal for three years. said it's one of 
the only ways I can get all.around 
exercise." 
[,-onllnued lo page 111 
a1ne 
UMaine trustees 
approve budgets 
for two years 
The University of Maine Board 01 
Trustees Wednuday appro,·ed an appro­
priation request for S43 million for 1980. an 
18 percent increase over present expendi­
tures. A 1981 budget of S49.S million "-'as 
also approved. 
The requesu will be pr�senced 1o the 
109th Legislature when it convenes in 
January, 
The approved bud11et includes a JO 
perccn1 wage increase for faculty and 
administrative salaries. 
The lruslces, a J S.member ,·oluntecr 
panl'l appoin1cd by the governor, ha.·e 
proposed an additional sum for "upgrad­
ing" the University of Somhern Maine. 
The trustees remo�ed S285, 700 from the 
school's gradua1e prosram and added it lo 
1he maintenance fund. 
[continued IO pq:e II) 
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Faculty, administrators 
may receive pay hike 
by David Kars·elas 
Qr, the heels of a �tudy showing lhat University of 
Maine facult�· and administrators are among the ln,,.·est 
paid in the nation. the Board of Trus1ees voted 
Wednesday to indude in its budget requesc a 10 perrent 
salary increase for those employees. 
Tht"" trustees met to discuss budget appropriations for 
f,scal years l�SOand !981. which will be submitted to the 
s1a1e ·Legislature in Janual)'. 
The pay hike would cost 1ht"" University S4.9S million. 
The se,·en-month study. prepared by the Hay 
Associates of Philadelphia al 1he trustees' request, said 
an o,·erall average increase of 14 percent is required to 
keep faeul1y wage., in line ,.-i1h the nacional average. 
For 1he past fi,·e years. the repon said. '·the 
University of Maine ha., not increased salaries at a rate 
cnn,parable to the rate of wage and salary increases in 
other senors of the economy." 
If !his trend continues. the swdy noted, ··;r is likely 
that UMaine will be identified as 1he comprehensive 
DLS Sf"•ufrr. Vici: Gregory. touches ,,,, u 
poi,u during Wedncsduy·s /e,,tuu. lle/oied 
;·tori'es on pagu 7 and /]. [pltntos by Bill 
Mu.rnnl 
academic ins1itution with che Jo,.·est a.·erage faculty
salaries in the United States ... 
But even if the legislature and the governor approve 
the University·s budget as submined, the 10 percent 
salary increase will not provide instant equity to facull)I 
and administrators. according to William Sullivan, vice 
chancellor for administration. 
Sullivan said the 10 percent figure inducles cost m
living expenses. estimated at about 7 percent, 
The Hay Rcpon recommended salaries be raised 14 
percent in addition 10 the roughly 7 percent cost of li,·in1 
increase. 
Sullivan said the UniYersity"s method would "chip 
away at the 14 percent at a rate of 3 percent a year.·· He 
m.,ted that "in five years we could be drawn even:· 
"In order to close the gap 1n one year. we'd ha,·e to 
ha,·e an increase of 14 percent plus co,;t of living-that 
transla1es into an cnormoos amount of mone)·, "he said. 
Sullivan hinted that legislative approval might have 
played a pan in taming the amount recommended by the 
Hay Report. 
'"There are many demands on the state budget,"he 
said, ''This is what we feel is a reasonable request to the 
state, it"s a defensible request." 
Taking issue with that vie"'· C. Stewart Doty.
president of the faculty union. said the Univeniry should 
ask for the ceiling in seeking salary increases for its 
faculty. 
lco11tln11ed to page 9] 
This freshman faces added challenges 
by Enid Logan 
''After meeting Ted and gening to 
know him as I have, ! realized rhat 
everyone has a handicap. Ted has an 
obvious one. and 1hat"s the only 
difference between us. If he can 
handle it and deal wi1h it 1he way he 
clues, 1hen so can the rest of us," 
says Jim Broder, resident assistant, 
tcwisron Hall, Bangor Commoni1y 
College. 
Ted Bi11ncr. a native of Panen, is a 
freshman majorin11 in chemical acid· 
ic1ion at Bangc,r Community College, 
He is differcn1 from mos1 freshman. 
He is 50 years old and vir1uall)· blind. 
That"s almost "'here th<: difference 
ends. 
Many people find the freshman 
year the hardest. For an ex-truck 
driver who has to get around with !he 
aid of his seeing eye dog. Aries. i! is 
no exception. After being nut of 
school fot almost JO years, Hittner is 
finding life in a rlotm and the 
introduction to college challenging. 
'"] really enjoy living in the 
dorm," Bittner says. "The guys and 
girls hd"e been greal." h says. 
Bittner li,·es in a single room in 
Lewiston hall. Broder said Bittner is 
having few problems adjustins 1o the 
dorm. 
··Ted has a beautiful relationship
"'ith 1he 11uys on the floor. His 
relations hip is different ftnrn the one 
between the 11uys on the floor. tte·s 
oldN, yet nm fatherlike. lt"s special 
what he and the guys have." Broder 
uys. "You can talk to him about 
anyrhing."' »ys Broder. 
One adjustment 1ha1 has been 
difficult for Bittner to overcome i� 
studying. 
"[ never was one for studying. it"s 
kind of strange after all these years. l 
have 10 listen to everything off tapes. 
Usually I end up falling asleep or my 
mind s1ans wandering," Hiltner 
says. 
He cledded to come had to school 
after he began lo,;ing his sisht in 
1972. Binner plans lo counsel drug 
and alcoho! users when he graduates 
from the r,.•o-year human services 
pro11ram. 
''The neu two years are secondary 
if I can just gel through this first 
semester.'' says Binner. ··] 1hink ii 
..,ill take JI least that to really settle 
and get used to everything. If I c1n 
fconlln1>ed to page IOI 
• 
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Also: Knox. James Hewes. Vicki Fala;
Oxford. Stephen Bucherati, George
Emmons; Penobscot. Gordy Lewis; Som-
erset. Mark O'Brien. John Veroneau;
Stodder, Patty Bushee; and York, Barbara
Taylor. Peter Daly.
Cumberland elected Laurie Gordon, w
will serve as the only senator. She was the
only candidate for her position and there
were no write-in votes for the second slot.
Kennebec had an invalid ballot and will
hold its elections on Monday.
Fraternity representatives are Bill Ran-
dall. David Hews. Richard Davis and Rick
Place.
Off-campus representatives are Nancy
Zambri. Stan Bryant. Peter Baldi, Schuyler
Steele. Alan Tibbets, Steve Rowe. Don
Esty. Margaret Cox, Richard Moore,
Stephen Maroon, John Kilby, Mary
Kozlowski. Robert Dubous. Mark
VanBree, Benjamin Zeichick. Lynn Brad-
shaw, Jessica Feeley and Cheryl Olson.
Graduate senators are Gayle Surrette.
Eric Ellis, Linda Steinmetz. James Rose
and Kathy Sullk an.
Assault rumors
circulate
about campus
Rumors of attempted assaults
have been spreading around cam-
pus, but thus far only one incident
has been reported. says Alan
Reynolds. director of the UMO
Department of Police and Safety.
"We've been hearing the rumors,
but we've had only one assault
reported." Reynolds said.
The incident, which happened
earlier in the semester. involved a
female student who was grabbed
around the neck by a male after
leaving a fraternity party. The
student escaped with no physical
harm. Reynolds said.
There was also a case of public
indecency, near Balentine Hall,
reported last week. Reynolds said.
"People aren't reporting these
things (assaults) all of a sudden."
said detective Terry Burgess. "Sure.
we've been hearing the rumors, but
all we can do is urge people to come
forward.
"We've been getting nothing from
the horse's mouth. firsthand."
Burgess added.
'continued to page 9j
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Four day  fall vacation
Neville takes initiative, students get break
by Kim Marchegiani
When students head home on Oct. 19 for
a four day fall break, they can thank
President Howard R. Neville, says the
chairman of the calendar committee.
Earsel Goode. committee chairman and
director of space scheduling for the
University. said everyone complained
about the grueling fall semester schedule
but no one was able to find a workable
alternative.
"It was President Neville who took the
initiative." Goode said. "He recognized
the need for an October break. He
conferred with members of the calendar
committee, members of the Council of
Colleges and the people in the Registrar's
Office."
There were many reasons that pointed
toward a change. he explained. There was
one steady complaint from the faculty of
students "dragging their tails- and
"running out of gas" as the Thanksgiving
break approached.
"It is often forgotten that education is a
very demanding way of life," he said.
"Students need a break before Thanksgiv-
ing. Studies actually show a drop in test
averages as the semester progresses and
students are pushed to the limit."
An increase in students choosing to live
on campus, resulting in overcrowding, has
led to stressful situations in the dorms, he
continued.
"We had also assumed students didn't
need a planned break but would take a few
days off when they felt they had reached
the breaking point," he said. "Instead, we
found most of our students were too
dedicated and would not take time off
unless it was actually given to them.•'
In scheduling a break, the calendar
committee had to work within the Labor
Day to Christmas time frame, as most
students and faculty indicated they pre-
ferred to have finals before the semester
break.
In the traditional calendar followed for
many years, classes began near Sept. 18,
took a one week break at Thanksgiving.
stopped for Christmas and New Year's,
were in session for three more weeks in
January, and then had finals.
"Due to the resort industry, which draws
its largest work force from college
students, we also couldn't start classes
before Labor Day," Goode said. "We've
even been threatened with court action by
the resorts if we tried to. It is especially
important now, because one must be 20 to
serve alcohol, that the work force not be cut
back more by school opening."
One solution considered was the addition
of 5 minutes to each class period, called the
Florida proposal because colleges in that
state use it.
As accreditation for courses is based on
number of minutes and not on class
sessions, the new time element would have
met all requirements.
Goode said the proposal was passed by
the faculty, staff and students and was sent
to the Council of Colleges with the calendar
WANTED
TWO PEOPLE TO SHARE
HOUSE IN DEDHAM
S125 MONTH ALL PAID
843-6057
EVENINGS
 AC. •"
Quik Pi c Foodland
153 Park St., Orono
Now We Hove It All I I
Agency Liquor Store
Prices same as State Liquor
Store- Hours Longer
Check and Compare Prices!
We are still the area's largest keg retailer!
committee's recommendation that it be
passed. It was not.
"We knew the outcome before we
submitted the proposal," he said. "We
knew an extra five minutes at each class
period was not as effective as another class
session."
With things at a standstill, Neville took
. -min. Goode said the president spoke to
the registrar, asking that registration day
in the fall be done away with.
"We had managed without a registra-
tion day in the spring, so we decided to try
it in the fall, and we picked up one day
right there," Goode said.
He said the Registrar's Office was
somewhat worried about the 10 to 15
percent of students who usually fail to
register before the semester begins, but
"the word must have gotten out because
almost everyone registered in advance."
"The new schedule was a blessing in
disguise." he said. "This is the smoothest
opening we've ever had."
An extra half day was also picked up on
the Wednesday before Thanksgiving.
It was decided to have a four day
weekend in October rather than week long
break at Thanksgiving.
"When you have a week off. you need a
week to get back into things, and then it's
finals time," Goode said.
The date for the fall break will vary
according to sports schedule often made up
five years in advance, he said. It will not
fall on the weekend of a home game.
"So far the response has been very
positive," he said. "There have been
complaints about the imbalance of lab
sessions, more Monday-Tuesday labs than
Thursday-Friday labs, but that happened
even in the old traditional calendar.
"Otherwise there have been no com-
plaints."
1 
PARLIAMENTARIAN
for
STUDENT SENATE
WORK TUESDAY EVENINGS
-- A PAID POSITION
Apply at the Student Government office
located on the top floor of the
Memorial Union
581-7801
LIFE & CASUALTY
If you compare,
you'll select /Etna...
If you don't
compare, don't say
we didn't warn you!
Lindon S. Brown 947-3481
Daniel R. Guerette 947-7746
Business Hours 8:30 - 4:30
Call: 942-5279
The /Etna College Plan . . .
Life Insurance for students
/Etna Life Insurance Company.
Hartford, Connecticut
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Lowdown
Sep! 29
Friday. September 29
Students who would like to sell their own
handmade items at the 9th Creative Crafts Fair
Dec 2 and 3, can submit three to five samples
of their work for jurying, before 3 p m MUAB
office
7 and 9 30 p m MUAB movie "The Goodbye
Girl Hauck Auditorium
7 p m Wilde-Stein Club meeting International
Lounge, Memorial Union
8 to midnight Bermuda Triangle, Damn
Yankee
Saturday, September 30
10:30 a m Dr. Arthur Blrgel, first secretary of
the East Germany Embassy in Washington,
D C , will speak on "Life, Economy and Politics
in the German Democratic Republic." 110
Little Hall
3 p.m. VVomen's tennis vs Vermont.
3 p m Field hockey vs Colby
7 and 9 30 p.m MUAB movie "Jabberwocky • '
Hauck Auditorium
8 p.m The Britton Sisters, Damn Yankee
sunday, octoter1
7 p m BCC movie Duck Soup (Mani
Brothers) Studednt Union
7 p m MUAB movie "Fallen Idol' 101
English-Math Building
7 30 pm An Evening of Vvomen s Music.
Damn Yankee
Monday, October 2
4 p m. Maine Peace Action Committee
meeting Virtue Room, Maples
Tuesday,October 3
'and 9 15 p m BCC movie "Semi-Tough"
S'uden! Union
"MIN
Homecoming theme 'Salute to Canada,'
a dance, parades and more planned
by Patti Lanigan
For Homecoming '78 (Oct. 6 and 7), a
host of activities has been planned.
including award presentations. parades. a
bonfire, exhibits, sports events and
parties.
The theme for this year's Homecoming
is "Salute to Canada," said Nancy Dysart,
(assistant director for alumni activities.)
"It was chosen to tie in with the second
Canadian-American Conference at UMO."
Dysart said, which will be held Oct. 1-3.
The purpose of the second conference,
which is being modeled after the first, held
40 years ago at 'IMO, is to discuss ways of
making Canadians and Americans more
aware of each other through education.
said Marion Hamilton, a PICS information
specialist.
Homecoming will get under way Friday.
Oct. 6, at 6:30 p.m., when Raymond H.
Fogler receives an award for outstanding
career achievement from the Alumni
Association. Students are welcome to
attend the award reception and dinner at
Wells Commons and may purchase tickets
($6.50 per person) at the North Hall
Alumni Center.
A torchlight parade will leave Lord
Hall's parking lot at 8 Friday evening and
travel across campus to light the bonfire in
the parking lot at Stewart Commons. At 9
p.m.. a fireworks display will be shown
over the athletic field. Also, there will be
an alumni dance in Wells Commons.
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. exhibits of
Canadian art will open in Carnegie Hall
and in the Hilltop Conference Room. On
IIMO =I 1=1 NMI =I =I Mil I= WM 1=1= OM 11•1 IMP =I MN IMP NIB =I =I 1=1 MI
SENIOR COUNCIL
ELECTIONS
Tues., Oct. 3rd
In The Union
11:00 a.m. -- 4:00 p.m.
Bring your I.D
Iliws Es we we sus on no ma ow sin am ow um at ma
 wmammi. 
Come in and see us whether you want a
savings or checking account. Maybe
you just want to talk about finances-
we are here to help you
We offer fast efficient service in a
pleasant relaxing atmosphere.
Merchants National
Bank of Bangor
69 Main St. Orono
the mall, the riding club will perform, and
students will demonstrate wood chopping
and cider making.
Weather permitting, UMO's baseball
team will play a Canadian all-star team, the
Woodstock Americans. at 9:30 a.m. UMO
will oppose BU on the tennis court at 10:30
and UVM in cross country at 11.
To honor UMO's Canadian faculty
members, there will be an open reception
at Wells Commons at 10:30 a.m.
At 11:30 a.m. lettermen who graduated
from UMO 25 and 50 years ago will be
honored at a luncheon in the Memorial
Gym. During the luncheon, the Alumni
Association will give President Howard R.
Neville a check for part of the $400,000
they pledged for the new Performing Arts
Center, said Dysart.
At the 1978 Homecoming football game,
Maine will oppose the University of Rhode
Island. Pre-game activities will kick off at 1
p.m. with a parade of flags, antique autos,
homecoming queen finalists and the UMO
marching band. Student Government
President Winn Brown will crown the 1978
Homecoming queen, and Alumni Associa-
tion President John Wilson will present a
student with an award for participating in
alumni projects.
After the football game, a beer tent will
be set up on the athletic field. A German
band will play nearby, and snacks will be
available.
Fraternity, soroity and dorm parties will
take place all evening. Most of the
fraternities will invite their alumni to
attend closed banquets or parties, said
William T. Lucy, associate dean of Student
Activities and Organization.
Missing from the Homecoming schedule
this year is the concert traditionally held on
Saturday night at the Memorial Gym.
David Groves, concert committee chairman
said. "We couldn't book a band with
enough drawing power to cover expenses.
We are trying to book a first-rate performer
for a later date."
New representatives selected
for General Student Senate
UMO students voted Wednesday for
representatives to the General Student
Senate. Senators were elected for all but
one dorm and fraternities, off campus and
graduate students.
Elected were: Androscoggin, Nancy
Noyes, Valerie Haynes; Aroostook, Ted
Doty; Balentine. Colvin and Estabrooke,
Lisa Rowe: Chadbourne. Barry Charles;
Corbett. Thomas Soucy; Dunn, James
Pastorelli. Brad Stanley; Gannett, Douglas
Steve O'Shaughnessy: Hancock. Tom
Hall, Tom Connellan; Hannibal Hamlin
and Oak, Chris Woods; and Hart. Betsey
Bradshaw and Lisa Pelkev.
DAILY 7:00 9T00
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• • • .0.• .. .0 .... • .. • . . 0. .•.• .
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Our State law permit allows us to soli until midnight
Monday thru Saturday
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Money madness
The financial plight of UMaine faculty is so
well-known that the results of a salary study
released by the chancellor's office come as no
surprise. But "the omnious implications" the
chancellor sees in the report should provide a
warning that familiarity with an issue does not
lessen its explosive nature.
Faculty have been getting the salary shuffle
for the last half decade, managing to rope in a
paltry 4.8 percent annual salary increase while
cost of living in New England rose to about 8
percent during the same period.
Faculty flight resulted, adding a touch of truth
to the curiously historic statement in the most
recent study which said if such salary policies
continue, "it is inevitable that there will be a
steady loss, over time, of the best quality
University of Maine faculty members..."
That study, prepared by the Hay Associates,
was meant for use by the trustees in considering
salary raises during its budget appropriations
meeting.
The trustees emerged from the meeting with a
budget including a 10 percent salary hike for
faculty and administrators.
But before the champagne is broken out it
must be realized that the raise, although a step
in the right direction, will not thicken many
wallets on campus.
What the report called for was a 14 percent
raise on top of cost of living increases.
With cost of living estimated at 7 percent, that
means faculty, pending state approval, will
receive real increase of about 3 percent.
Faculty union president, Stewart Doty, thinks
that the 10 percent figure used by the University
might become a bargaining point.
His realization that the "initial offer" appears
low but "is a start" indicates an awareness in
the flexibility of the bargaining process which
will soon begin.
What faculty should remember is that
administrators, who also were cited by the study
as grossly underpaid, are part of the same
educational system to which they belong.
So when Bill Sullivan, vice chancellor for
administration, says there's a limit to how much
the University can request from the state before
public opinion and credibility transcend the point
of diminishing return, we believe him—partly.
Why go through the time (seven months) and
the expense ($16,000) of preparing a salary study
if it's not to be implemented. Part of the reason
probably lies in the attempt to come across as a
responsive, caring administration that puts truth
ahead of a reputation for cheapness.
Our administrators may be among the lowest
paid in the country but they're no dummies
(usually).
The cause for idle action and lip service is due
more to political pressures than administrative
ignorance or insensitivity. When a wily governor
sees to it that the University's budget knocks
heads with essential needs of the elderly, what
chance have faculty of receiving a raise?
Although faculty are poorly underpaid they are
still making more than the average Maine
citizen, a visible variance which lends itself
beautifully to political attack.
Given today's political climate, that situation
could either improve or degenerate with the
crowning of a new monarch in November.
What administrators and faculty must not lose
sight of is they are both cast from the same mold.
Although they travel along different paths,
their destination is the same.
Unfortunately, they don't always see this and
so games must be played.
The 10 percent increase is a game called "let
the union drive the increase up a few more
percentage points so they feel they've achieved
something."
There's nothing wrong with this mentality as
long as faculty do achieve something. But in the
final analysis, their future paychecks are in the
hands of the state legislatue, the governor and
the public.
University administrators can only share a part
of the blame if those paychecks remain in the
cellar.
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Commentary
by Doug Bailey
Bored in space
Did you know that at this $.ery moment
there are Russian Cosmonauts in space?
And that they have been there since June
15?
That blows my mind. While all of us
were going through our mundane summer
routines and have now settled back into
school, those guys have been circling the
globe for the past four months.
What are they doing up there? If they
were American astronauts they could have
purloined a few copies of Mad or Playboy.
but even those magazines would have lost
their usefulness after 100 days.
Imagine being trapped inside a metal
box for four months with nothing to read,
except maybe some technichal manuals,
and eating synthetic food. It must be
similar to going to college with no
vacations or weekends off. Even the view
must be getting monotonous.
I don't know too much about the Russian
space program. but I bet they don't have
any purpose except to break the American
duration record, which they have already
done.
The
T 
most recent article I read about the
cosmonauts said they were taking a special
drug to "counteract the weightless condi-
tion." Somehow I don't buy that. The only
drug I know of that will counteract
weightlessness for any length of time is
Adrenechrome, extract from a live adrenal
gland. Just a drop of that stuff will
counteract any of nature's forces.
The article made no mention of any
scientific experiments the cosmonauts are
conducting. That figures. They must be
semi-comatose by now anyway.
The only glimpse I had of the Russian
space technology was when the United
Sates and Russia held that detente
rendezvous in space some years ago.
A lot of people questioned the merits of
that expensive public relations project. I
thought the idea was great, but I really
questioned the value of using TV to bring
the event to us earthlings. I loved the old
days when transmissions from space were
an everyday occurrence. but somehow the
impact of this meeting in space was
diminished by the use of television.
How well I remember the scene. I was so
used to the sleek aerodynamic look of the
U.S. spacecrafts that when the Russian
craft came over the horizon. I couldn't
believe it. It looked like a Klingon war ship.
And when the American astronauts
stepped inside the Soyuz craft. I thought I
could read the fear in the faces of our boys.
The Sovuz looked so alien, as well as
unsafe. I think the whole scene looked so
much like something out of Star-Trek that
most people watching from Earth were
waiting for someone to pull out a phaser
and blast away at the commies.
Anyway. while you are standing in the
lunch line today or nodding off in some
boring class, pause a moment to think of
the tedium those guys in space must be
•going through. We could all probably take
a few pointers from them on how to relieve
boredom.
They must be experts by now.
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Shocked and sorry
To The Editor:
I was very shocked and sorry to
read about the firing of Jack Walas.
If one looks at the publications
UMO puts out, I think that you will
notice most of the high quality
photography was done by Jack. If
you wish to obtain a photograph of
some event that occurred in the
past 11 years of UMO history, it
was probably taken by Mr. Walas.
Besides being the only professional
photographer, in the true sense of
the words, at Orono, Mr. Walas
has donated much of his own time
to making this a richer community.
It is very rarely that a man with
the talent and dedication of Jack
Walas comes along. I feel that this
To the Editor:
university has been extremely
fostut.zte to have had a person of
his caliber working for them. If
Jack leaves on March 19, 1979,
UMO may be $12.000 richer, but all
of the students and faculty will be
poorer.
I find it quite ironic that UMO is
going to try to improve its national
image by doing away with its visual
image. Apparently Mr. Howard
Neville and Mr. Alan Stone have
never heard the old philosophy that
"one picture is worth a thousand
words.—
Sincerely,
Stephen A. Bicknell
UMO Alumnus '74
Orono
Police brutality
Bill Prosser, Coach
UMOPD Softball Team
College Ave.-Campus
Dear Bill,
On behalf of the Student Legal
Services staff, congratulations for
your softball squad's overpow-
ering and humiliating victory over
our team last Sunday. The 17-5
final score was almost as one-
sided as the Spring 1977 series
opener (which you will painfully
recall was won by SLS 42-22).
That notwithstanding, our at-
torney has advised us that we
Commentary
reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address. Names will
be withheld only in special circumstances.
Brief letters are advised and all are
subject to editing for grammar, good taste
and avaikible space.
may have a number of valid
grounds for appeal of Sunday's
outcome:
—the use of mace to tempo-
rarily blind our batters
—SLS having to use nightsticks
to bat with
Student Legal Services is down
but not defeated. We remain
undaunted in our pursuit of
justice for UMO students, even in
the face of the foregoing ex-
amples of police brutality.
Please contact me at your
convenience to schedule a volley-
ball game.
Sincerely,
Timothy A. Don-, Office Mgr. SLS
 Nancy McCallum —I
Teetering across the Knife Edge
When I was a sophomore at UMO. I climbed Mt.
Katandin for the first time. As I started up the
mountain, I had no idea what the hike would really
be like. I thought all I had to do was climb up to the
top, eat lunch and walk down.
When I was 18, I came to the University of Maine.
I had no conception of what college was all about. I
figured I just had to go to my classes every day.
take good notes. pass my exams and get my degree.
I'm still amazed at how naive I was.
Although the friends I was hiking with had
explained that the trail we were taking went up to
Baxter Peak, crossed a rocky pass called "Knife
Edge'' and connected with Pomola Peak. I still had
envisioned the climb as a simple up-and-down hike.
After I got to mile-high Baxter Peak and looked
across the Knife Edge to Pomola, reality finally sunk
in. The Knife Edge was over a mile long, and it was
no yellow brick road. It was a rocky, narrow path
with treacherous twists and hair-raising drops of
several thousand feet on both sides.
UMO is a lot like the Knife Edge. Once you
actually get here, you slowly start to realize what
you're in for.
The secret to handling the Knife Edge was
establishing some sort of pace. As I inched along the
jagged rocks I found a slow, although rough,
rhythm. After a while my initial panic was replaced
by a healthy fear. Every now and then I would stop,
look at what I had crossed, figure how far I had to
go, but most importantly. I just absorbed the view
around me.
The parallel here should be obvious—but let me
put it another way.
While my friends and I cautiously made our way
across the Knife Edge, we encountered a group of
guys who were hiking at a speed closer to running
than walking. They told us they were trying to break
their record of climbing Katandin. At first I was
impressed, but after some thought, it seemed like an
absurd thing to do. Running up Katandin defeats
the purpose of being there. There is no enjoyment of
the immediate surroundings.
How many people go through school with the
same attitude?
Because of my fear of slipping off the mountain, I
had to put the idea of actually reaching Pomola in
the back of my mind. Instead of focusing primarily
on that large goal. I made little goals along the way.
I would aim myself for a certain rock and would only
concentrate on scrambling over it without killing
myself. Every few feet it seemed I had a new
obstacle to overcome.
I can't say I gracefully and successfully scaled
everything in my path. Sometimes I needed a shove
from behind or a pull from a friend in front. Midway.
at one of the narrowest, trickiest places, I mistakenly
stepped out onto what I though was a foothold. My
foot just dangled in empty space, and I desperately
clutched at stone, undoubtedly leaving fingerprints
in the rock. as I tried to regain my balence. A friend
who was a bit ahead of me could see what was
happening, but she wasn't close enough to help. She
watched in disbelief, waiting to see me lunge off the
edge.
When I finally got my balence, we just looked at
each other in numb silence. Two seconds later we
broke into hysterical laughter. unable to believe that
I really might have gone off the edge.
Joni Mitchell sings, "Laughing and crying, you
know it's the same release." That's how it was for
us. And that's how it is at school sometimes. Laugh
about the absurdities, the frustrations, the
pressures. It's better than crying.
As I begin my last year at UMO, I can't help but
think of that windy, scary day on the Knife Edge.
The hardest part of the whole climb was at the very
end, just before Pamola. Right in front of that peak
was a rock formation, known as "Eye of the Needle"
by some and as "Devil's Crotch" by others. We had
to lower ourselves carefully down the steep, slick
rock walls and then struggle to pull ourselves up
again.
Pomola was just on the other side, and when I
finally got there, I was exhausted and relieved. I did
feel triumphant, but it wasn't just because I was on
Pomola. The fact that I had made it across Knife
Edge was reason enough to celebrate.
Not everyone will share this view of school or even
understand the comparison. For some, college has
been one big party—for others it has been an
abomination. I guess I've been lucky to strike some
sort of balance. I've just kind of teetered along the
knife edge.
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UMO renovates greenhouses,
new glass reduces shadows
Renovations have produced up-to-date
and more economical greenhouses for
UMO's plant and soil department, says
Lyle E. Littlefield. assistant professor of
ornamental horticulture.
"We had hoped for new greenhouses.
but when none were forthcoming. renova-
tions appeared in order," said Littlefield.
"The old houses were getting difficult to
use. The outside portion is now main-
tenance free. Money is saved in both heat
and maintenance.
The whole outside structure of glass and
sash bars, called the "skin" of the
greenhouse, was completely replaced. The
original 16-inch glass was replaced with
aluminum and newly installed 24-inch
glass cut down on shadow problems. The
original heating system is still in use.
Sources from the office of Kenneth
Wing, dean of Life Sciences and Agricul-
ture, quoted renovation figures at
"approximately 5100,000." The expenses
were shared equally by the Life Sciences
and Agriculture Experiment Station bud-
get, the physical plant and the incentive
budget fund.
Littlefield is pleased with renovations
but is still hoping for new research
greenhouses. The renovated structures are
used primarily for teaching, he said.
"All that have used the facilities find
them much improved. We're getting
nearer and nearer to what commercial
growers have." he said.
Renovated greenhouses
save on heat and mainten-
ance [photo by Arthur
Kettle].
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Comedian-activist links Mafia with FBI and CIA
by Tammy Eves
A 1%8 FBI memo from J. Edgar Hoover
to the bureau's Chicago office suggested
the FBI —should develop counter intelli-
gence measures to neutralize" comedian
activist Dick Gregory, according to a copy
of the memo Gregory read to a full house in
Hauck Auditorium Wednesday night.
Gregory was the first speaker for UMO
Student Government's Distinguished Lec-
ture Series this semester.
Gregory said he's going to court over the
memo, which suggested a subtle approach
be used to discredit him and the black
movement.
He said that subtle approach later led to
an attempt on his life through a car
accident that killed his driver instead of
him.
He said he's going to court over the
memo because "what can come out of it
might save the republic."
"I do not believe we've gone beyond that
point of no return," Gregory said, "but I
believe we're fast getting there. If we can
come together long enough to see there's a
handful of rich manipulators, we might
understand what they're doing to us."
Gregory said he believes the Mafia is
"being used as a tool of the CIA and FBI"
and played a part in the assassinations of
John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King.
He cited the "umbrella man— as an
example of conspiracy in the Kennedy
case.
Some lone assassin critics believe the
umbrella man gave a signal to fire at
Kennedy when he opened a black
umbrella, twirled it clockwise, pumped it
up and down and walked away as the shots
rang out.
Gregory said although the Warren
Commission, investigating the assassina-
tion, didn't know the umbrella man
existed, he was later found and admitted
he hated Kennedy.
Gregory said the umbrella man explain-
ed the black umbrella was used as a protest
symbol against Joseph Kennedy. the
president's father, and he hoped the sign
would upset Kennedy.
"Well, it sure did," Gregory said.
He also said Jack Ruby, Lee Harvey
Oswald's murderer, held a meeting with
three officials of the Warren Commission
and told them he had information if they'd
take him out of jail. Ruby died in jail,
reportedly of cancer.
"He got a cold, which led to pneumonia,
which led to cancer," Gregory said.
Gregory offered other evidence to
support conspiracy theories, including the
death of six FBI agents involved in the
Kennedy or King investigations. They
were called in to testify but were all dead
before the hearings.
"You all got a big job," he said. "It's
your generation they're going to trick and
manipulate."
Neither does Gregory believe James Earl
Ray and Arthur Bremmer were solely
responsible for the shootings of Martin
Luther King and George Wallace.
He said Wallace was shot to prevent
George McGovern from becoming presi-
dent. since Wallace would have taken votes
away from Richard Nixon in the 1972
presidential election and aided
McGovern's chances of winning.
He said Arthur Bremmer. an unemploy-
ed dishwasher, had a gun that could only
shoot five times. and five bullets were
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found in Wallace's body, but three other
people were shot that day.
"Who shot the other three people?"
Gregory asked.
" 1 ney say Bremmer followed Wallace
evetywhere he went," Gregory said.
"George Wallace on a private jet, Arthur
Bremmer—unemployed dishwasher."
Gregory's examples all came to the same
conclusion—he believes the FBI, CIA
Mafia and sometimes government officials
manipulate the people for political reasons.
"You've got to decide to make some
changes in the world," he said. "We don't
need all of you. Some of you can stay in this
rip-off world."
"The big problem is not sexism or
racism," Gregory said. "The problem is
this country is morally and spiritually
bankrupt."
Gregory said not only whites but black!
in America have a "white, racist men-
tality" from being raised in the country,
and they are just "chocolate covered white
folks."
In the same way, women can't be raised
in a sexist society and not have sexist
minds, he said.
But "the answer to all your problems is
inside of you," Gregory said. "It's not
complexity, it's simplicity."
He said. "They really got us, but we can
get them back" by becoming aware of what
is happening in the world and by finding an
internal 'universal force'. You do make a
difference when you stand up and say you
won't tolerate it," he said.
Referring to student activism in the
1960s, Gregory said a fire engine signifies
a fire, but when the siren stops, "you know
the fire's being put out."
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"When you don't hear the noise
anymore, you know that's when the fire's
being put out."
Dick Gregory touched on many other
subjects throughout his lecture. Some of
the highlights include:
Energy—"The energy bill is the biggest
rip-off. We got so much oil there's oil
spills. Don't banana boats break up
sometimes?"
Blacks and whites—"the difference
between white folks and black folks is
white folks say 'sandwich' and black folks
say 'sammich.' A sandwich is a little light
snack white folks eat in between lunch and
dinner. A sammich is dinner.
Jimmy Carter—"Carter's rating was
lower than Nixon's ever was until he
brought the Arabs and Jews together—all
of a sudden he's all right."
Indians-- How can you discover a
country that's already occupied? Can I
walk out to the parking lot and discover
your car with you in it?"
World hunger—"If we can ship a tank
around the world, it's just as easy to ship a
turnip."
California—"Proposition 13, Bakke—it
seems like all those tricks come out of
California—Disneyland."
Junk food—"Read the ingredients. If
you find five or six words and you don't
understand what they mean and you can't
pronounce 'em, don't eat 'em."
Bakke—"If a dumb, white boy can upset
all the niggers in America, I hope smart
hite folks don't get hip."
Armaments—"Somewhere you got to
understand there's a handful of elite
pimps—sick, insane creeps who decide
when the bomb is going to be dropped."
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Shoe Factory Outlet.
Maine Sq., Bangor
off Hogan Road
For those of you who find our Ellsworth store more convenien
t,
shop now and save. Route 1, Ellsworth.
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• UMaine salaries below average
leontlnued from page I)
"If I were the chancellor. I would be
going to the governor with a top figure.' he
said.
"What's the point of spending all this
money (on salary studies) if they're 
not
going to act on them?"
TheS16,000 report was preceded three
years ago by a citizen's study, 
which
arrived at the same conclusions.
The faculty unionized last spring unde
r
the Associated Faculties of the Univ
ersity
of Maine.
Doty indicated that the 10 percen
t
increase might be a bargaining tactic used
to present the University's "off
er."
Outlining what he called a scenario. Doty
said, "What Sullivan gave us was 
the
initial bargaining position in collective
bargaining negotiations. They may use t
his
as their collective bargaining 
document—
their offer."
he said the University could draw mo
ney
from other areas to add to the 10 p
ercent
figure and might have prepared fot 
that by
padding other parts of the budget.
"I can't believe it's (the 10 per
cent
increase) cast in concrete,' he sa
id.
"There's padding in the rest of the budget
that could be allocated for faculty."
But although UMaine faculty salaries are
among the lowest 15 percent on a national
scale, their administrative counterparts
fare no better.
In particular, the report noted, "senior
administrati%e positions within UM are
being paid the lowest actual salaries for
comparable positions in a representative
sample of the state systems of public
higher education in the United States.
A common thread found at both the
administrative and faculty level was the
disparity in wages between the seven
campuses of the system.
Grouping schools by similar charac-
teristics based on the type and number of
degrees awarded, the study revealed major
discrepancies in the UMaine salary struc-
ture.
The national average salary for a full
professor of a large graduate university is
$26,880, while at UMO it's $22,200.
That would require a 21 percent increase
to meet national levels.
At the smaller University of Southern
Maine campus. however, professors would
need only an 11 percent increase to raise
their $21,230 average salary to the national
average of $23,690,
Sullivan would not speculate on whether
that disparity, as mentioned in the report,
would be reflected in the distribution of the
10 percent salary increase.
The salary situation is the same for
administrators throughout the system.
UMO's president received a salary of
$41,270 for 1977-78. requiring a 27 percent
increase to reach 552,284—the national
median for similar institutions.
Predicts more work study
by Craig Peters
The number of students receiving wor
k
study is at par or ahead of last year's pace,
says Burt Batty, director of Financial A
id.
At the close of the 1977-78 academic
year. 1047 students had used work-study.
This September. 976 students are already
on the books and more will follow, he said.
"We will be adding more students after
the results of our internal audit are known
on Oct. 9. Of the 976 work study packages
offered. 149 students have not yet started
working and will shortly be off the rolls,"
he said. The financial needs of many
students change during the year, and some
no longer need work study, so others will
move in to replace them, he explained.
One UMO student said she doesn't
believe the Financial Aid Office is telling
the entire story.
• Rumors
continued from page 21
Burgess also noted one case that
happened in the stacks at the
Raymond H. Fogler Library. "A girl
got her books stolen one night in the
stacks. The next night the same
thing happened."
The following night, outside the
library, the girl was propositioned in
return for the books, Burgess said.
"That bothers me the most, when
they premeditate the harassment,"
he said.
Reynolds said patrols have been
increased at central campus loca-
tions during certain times. He noted
that plain clothes men have been
used.
"We advise anyone to report
harassments or assaults," Reynolds
said.
• Trustees
[continued from page lJ
I rustee Thomas Monaghan said the
graduate program plan was not part of a
plan to improve USM's capabilities.
Trustees also agreed with the Personnel
and Employee Relations Committee and
approved the hiring of police officers at the
Orono campus.
"I got $750 last year and none this year.
64y financial need hasn't decreased at all.
In fact, if anything, I made less money this
summer than last. They told me they
[continued to page 12j
UM at Farmington's president, while
receiving a lower figure of 534,550 for that
year, would require only a 14 percent
increase to attain S39.500—the average
salary for that size institution.
Given these financ:al facts, the report
concluded that "the University cannot
hope to attract and retain a distinguished
faculty and administrative staff by contin-
uing a practice of paying among the lowest
salaries in higher education."
Classifieds
Ride from Bangor to Orono
Monday-Wednesday-Friday fur 8 00 class
Phone 945-58478 Spring St Bangor 
Ask for
Belrfp:brove your grades Send $t 00 for 356-page
mail order catalog of Collegiate Research
10.250 topics listed Box 25097-6 Los
Angeles, Calif 90025 (213-477-8226)
Bartenders- male of female for a new Brewer
night club Apply in person, Stable Inn Motel
2-e5n, W
daily
M omen1 Jobs on ships' Americ
an
Foreign No experience required Excellent
pay Worldwide travel Summer lob or 
career
Send $300 for information SEAFAX,
 Dept
G-8 Box 2049. Port Angeles. Was
hington
98362
1 MOVIE-SIZE TV
Come see our giant Videobeam color TN.
It's five by seven and it's free. So tas
te
une of our delicious menu specialities,
 sip
.41 your favorite drink and watch it 
all happen.
COMING EVENTS:
WORLD SERIES N.F.L, GAMES
SUN. & MON.
BANGOR
248 °DUN RD.
The Season's Big
Historical Novel
James A. Michener
Another monumental, superbly written historical novel abo
ut
our country, its land, and its people. from America's
best-selling novelist, James A. Michener—certain to join h
is
earlier novels, Hawaii, The Source, and Centennial, at the top
of fiction best-seller lists throughout the country.
In Centennial, Mr. Michener wrote about the settling of the
American West. In this magnificent new novel he turns to the
history of the North American East, from the late sixteenth
century to the present. The action takes place on a broad
stage--including England. France. Africa, South America,
the West Indies, and the waters that lie between--and deals
with many historical events and persons. But mainly the focus
is on the human and other living creatures that exist around
and in the great Chesapeake Bay and are sustained by it. All
manner of men--hunters, farmers, watermen, craftsmen,
servants, merchants, officials—and their strong-minded wives
increase in numbers over the years, while oysters, crabs.
ducks, geese--all so abundant at the beginning--decrease as
the quality of the water declines and land becomes depleted.
The central scene of Chesapeake is that section of
Maryland's Eastern Shore. hardly more than ten miles
square, where the Choptank River flows into the Chesapeake.
To this point come the founders of families that will domin
ate
the story. The descendants of these extraordinary men
produce over the years a wide variety of characters who play
major and minor roles in this compelling novel—fictional
creations that arc among the most memorable Mr. Michener
has ever produced and whom no reader will forget.
Reviewers of Mr. Michener's last novel. Centennial, were
ecstatic: "Magnificent," said the Denver Post. "It is difficult
to ask for much more from any book," wrote the Chicago
Tribune Book World. "America's best writer proves it aga
in.
. . This book is a must." said the Pittsburgh Press. "Its scope
is as vast as the territory it celebrates and its narrative is as
colorful as the people and happenings that made America
great." wrote Parade of Books. They and Mr. Michener•s
hundreds of thousands of readers will be similarly enthralled
by Chesapeake.
$12.95
at the University Bookstore
At the University Bookstore
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• Blind student has 'shown his independence'
!continued from page 11
make it through this semester, I've
got it licked,"he says.
According to those around him, he is
well on his way to making it.
When first told there was going to be a
blind man in his section, Broder says he
was thrilled. It was a challenge. and ideal
situation to him as an R.A., he says.
Others told him it would be too difficult a
job for him, and they cautioned him that
his time would be taken up caring for
Bittner, says Broder.
When Bittner arrived, Broder says he
realized he was more nervous about having
Bittner under his care than he thought.
"I think I was more dependent on him
than I thought he would be on me,' says
Broder. "I felt a strong closeness to him.
He's helped me to grow so much as a
person in these few weeks since I have
known him.
Broder reflects on the first week of
school. "I made such a fool out of myself. It
was in the cafeteria, I went with Ted to
dinner. I started explaining to him where
the trays were and if you reach up to your
right, there's some jello, I went on like that
throughout the rest of the line. After
explaining to him where all the different
drinks and foods were, I sat him down. I
told him I would get him his salad from the
salad bar figuring that it would be too
CANTEEN
CANTEEN
CUOM qr.RVED
Coffee 
FOR 5 OR MORE
244 PERRY ROAD
BANGOR
GAIVIESIVIUSIC
I
PIN BALL I
TV GAMES
POOL 8 SOCCER
ARCADE GAMES
JUKE BOXES
CANTEEN
COMPLETE FOOD&VENCIING SERVICE
945-5688
WANT TO LEARN TO SKYDIVE?
  '
First jump courses offered every weekend.41'14N(
.------ 71141N11.--
$60.00 first jump course
$12.00 every jump after first.
If you want to jump this weekend or want
more information, see Tonney Boan in
Come 
on320 Oxford Hall or call 581-7756
, 'make a sport MWF 6 p.m.-9 
p.m.
parachute jump 
TTH 1 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
with the Jump Maine SKYDIVERS!!
TELEVISIONS
Portable
Black & Whites
Color Consoles
SWIVEL
CHAIRS
Expert Watch Repair
You Always
Do Better
At Day's
LOVE
SEATS
16, al.lj4
I MAINE S LARGEST
22 North Main Street. Old Town
confusing to try and explain to him where
and what was at the bar.
"Ted came into the room later that
night.' Broder says. "He began telling me
1972 after surgery was performed to
correct a detached retina and rid him of
cataracts. His left eye is in similar
condition. He still has some sight in it,
how mature I was and grown up for my
age. 'It must be the beard.' Bittner says. I
never told him I had a beard, and I realized
he must not be totally without sight. I was
so embarassed thinking back to the
cafeteria scene."
Bittner lost the sight in his right eye in
which banes from day to day.
"Ted has showed me his independence
on a number of occasions, "Broder says.
"He wanted to go to King's one day. and
I couldn't go with him because I was on
duty here in the dorm. It killed me to have
'continued to page ii!
Tues. Wed. and Thurs. Evenings
Served from 5 to 8 p.m.
Beer. Wine, and Cocktails
A Beautiful Array of the Finest Chinese Dinners
State Street Veazie Tel. 945-6500
PRE-SEASON
SALE
Down & Hollotill II Vests
Chamois Shirts
Suburban Jackets
Plaid Shirts
LAY-AWAY WELCOME
COLD WEATHER
CLOTHING
OLD TOWN, MAINE
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT 'III 9
On the mall
Sororitv praised
Gov. Longley has proclaimed Oct.
1-8 Gamma Sigma Sigma week in the
state of Maine. Gamma Sigma Sigma
is a national service sorority at UMO
responsible for many service and
charity projects.
The highlight of the week will be a
tea for the UMO faculty to raise
money for the Cancer Fund in
memory of Dr. Radke. A copy of
Gov. Longley's letter is included
below.
September 6, 1978
To the members and Officers of Gamma Sigma
Sigma in Maine:
Congratulations on your 26th anniversary as
a National Service Sorority.
As you celebrate October 1s1 through the 8th
as Gamma Sigma Sigma week In Maine, it
should be noted hwo effective has been the
volunteer work of your chapters in Maine.
I am advised that the Delta Nu chapter at
Orono, alone, achieved, among Its activities
during this past semester:
1 Sponsorship of a weekly bloodbank which
has become the leading source of incoming
blood in Northern New England,
2 Regular visitations to area Nursing Homes
and Health Care facilities,
3 Sponsorship of crafts fairs, whose
proceeds provide food baskets at Easter for the
area's elderly,
4. Holding a booksale whose proceeds go to
the Maine Stale Library for their bookmobiles
program,
5 Raising upwards of five thousand dollars
for Muscular Dystrophy,
6. Sponsorship of an overseas orphan,
7.Sponsorship of parties especially for
underpriviledged area children
For these fine examples of dedicated public
service, among others, as Governor on behalf
of the citizens of Maine. I commend your work
and urge the people of Maine to support you,
where appropriate, in your 26th anniversary
observances.
Very truly yours,
James 8 Longley
Governor
Intramural games begin
Intrarnurals and free play oppor-
tunities at Lengyel Hall begin
Monday. September 25. Intramural
hours: 5:30 to 8 p.m.. Sunday
through Thursday. Free play: 8 to
10 p.m.. Monday through Thurs-
day; 5:30 to 10 p.m. Fridays; 1-9
p.m. Saturdays; 1-5:30 p.m. Sun:
days. Sign up for intramurals in
your dorm, or call Mr. Ames, 7240
for information. For free play
soft-soled athletic shoes are re-
quirred and equipment from the
gym requires your ID. These
services are provided for UMO
students only.
The hours are through December
14. The building is not usually open
the night before the beginning of
vacation or holidays nor the
evening preceeding opining after
vacation or holidays.
A TO plans blood drive
A blood drive will take place at
Alpha Tau Omega Monday from 1 to
p.m.
• In 111•61M111111•11•1111111M NB ONO MN
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• Blind student enjoys dormitory life
'continued from page 101
to sit here while he went alone,' he says.
"I just knew he was going to be in some
accident, but he came back with what he
needed."
"He's an incredible man,' he adds.
Professor of human services and one of
Bittner's teachers, Sandy Scott, thinks so,
too.
"I haven't had any problems with Ted.
We've had to make special arrangements,
such as allowing Ted to use a tape recorder
to tape lectures. I have also made up a
study guide for him so he knows what in
particular to study, since he doesn't have
any notes he can leaf through.
"He and I have also made special
arrangements about tests." Bittner has
elected to take them orally rather than on
tape.
"Other than that I have not been aware
of any problems he has had in attending
class," says Scott.
"The teachers are great,- Bittner says.
-They don't pressure me about as-
signments and my work. They expect me to
keep up but I'm not under the kind of
deadline pressure most students are," he
adds.
Bittner used to own and drive trucks.
After his sight started failing, he was
unable to drive them or find anyone to his
liking that would.
He said he knew he wanted to be a
counselor but couldn't get a job as one
without a college degree.
"When I was in the service, I thought
about counseling. Guys would always come
to me with their problems. I enjoyed
helping to solve them," Bittner says.
"I've also known a number of guys who
have flipped out because of the misuse of
drugs and alcohol."
Bittner's interest in counseling was
encouraged by a request that came to him
from the Hutchins School District in
Maine. After completing a 16—week
rehabilitation course for the blind in 12
weeks. Bittner completed the necessary
training at the West Haven school to get
his seeing eye dog who he has had since
January. Bittner was invited to come to the
Hutchins school.
"I was asked to come up and talk to a
class of third graders about blindness. I
was asked to demonstrate to them how to
use a seeing eye dog. They are teaching
eyes to the children in the school now,"
says Bittner.
He was asked back the following
summer. This time he spoke to the children
of migrant workers in a summer session in
grades one through three. "They weren't
as attentive as the third graders. They
didn't ask questions. The other class
questioned me on just about everything I
showed them. The younger children found
the dog the center of attraction and rarely
questioned what I said," Bittner says.
"I didn't even know BCC existed until I
went down to Penobscot County to my
social worker and told her I wanted to get
my degree," he says.
"I applied for veterans' disability but
only qualified for that because of my knee.
There is going to be a hearing soon to
determing whether my eyes will qualify as
a service disability.
"Until then. I'm at BCC on state aid,"
says Bittner.
He doesn't like the idea of being on state
aid, perferring to do things for himself, but
"There was no way around this."
He talked with the social worker in
charge of his case. "I was on the phone
every other day bugging her to get my
forms into BCC so I could enter school in
September," says Bittner. Since it was
already July, the counselor didn't know if
she could do it. Bittner's application was
already in and his interview was set up at
BCC. "she had to," he says.
"I drove them crazy," he adds.
Broder offered to tutor Bittner, but
"after a few sessions with Ted, he came
out and told me he didn't think I was
qualified to tutor him," Broder says.
"There were no hard feelings because of
this, we both knew where the other one
• Universal gym fee
continued from page 11
He noted that he has only seen one
repair to the universal since he has started
using it. He also disputed the S200 to $300
cost for replacing the benches. They just
covered them, "he said.
"I'm just kind of sick of getting charged
for everything, "Neal added.
Another student, David Skogley, also
expressed disapproval of the new charge.
"What do they think this is—a country
club?
"I used it last year, but I won't now.
Forty bucks a year is insane. It's like
joining a health club,"Skogley said.
Restaurants
Be my guest.
Simply present this card to your waitress
and she'll bring you a free
LARGE COKE
Offer expires OCT. 31, 1978
CARD GOOD AT THIS LOCATION ONLY ONE CUSTOMER PER
COUPON PER VISIT, TO BE EATEN ON THE PREMISES CASH
VALUE 1120 of 1 CENT
437 WILSON
BREWER, MAINE
652 BROADWAY
BANGOR, MAINE I
Stewart P. Haskell, business manager ot
Memorial Gym, estimated that 75 to 100
passes have been sold thus far.
Two other universal gyms, at Oxford and
Corbett halls, are on campus. Both
exercise machines are open to students on
campus with no fee.
was at and had that much more respect for
each other."
After listening to some of Bittner's
personal problems and how he has dealt
with and overcome them, Broder says at 20
he does not feel stagnant. "No matter what
mistakes I've made, I know I can continue
on, turning any past misgivings I've had
around to benefit me in the future," he
says.
"He's quite a guy," Broder adds.
Click Click
Click Click
Click Click
Click Click
Click Click
Click Click
Click Click
Click Click
Click Click
Click Click 
Turn that Click into a pic
Ektachrome Slide Processing
Color Contact Proofing
Custom Color Printing
GBangor
ift)to-Graphic
9 CENTRAL STREET BANGOR MAINE 0440,
CALL 947-6837
t Standard Shoes
"THE RUNNING SHOE STORES"
PRESENTS THE "BROOKS VANTAGE"
FOR MEN & WOMEN
BLUE SUEDE
WI NYLON
W/WHITE STRIPE
29
• PADDED COLLAR
71111MONS
The revolutionary new concept in foot control is the
Varus Wedge and soft support system W/heel cup of
the -BROOKS VANTAGE". A unique way to run in
comfort. Try on a pair, soon.
• UNIQUE DESIGN
Standard Shoes
DOWNTOWN BANGOR • AIRPORT MALL
PRESQUE ISLE • WATERVILLE
complete
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Inter-Dorm Board
has a position open for a Treasurer
Accountable to IDB and the University,
must maintain accurate records of inflows-
throughflows-outflows of IDB money. Submit
treasurers report at IDB meetings at least
once every two weeks.
Applications are being taken at the IDB
office, 3rd floor Memorial Union, Tuesday
and Thursday mornings.
This is a paid position
POSITION AVAILABLE
PENOBSCOT HEALTH & SOCIAL SERVICES
FOR
DAY CARE DIRECTOR
The Penobscot Indian childrens center
has an opening for a full-time day care
director.
Responsibilities include: starting up new
programs, hiring of all new staff persons
and administering the overall program.
Educational requirements- 4 yr. degrees
in childhood development and at least 6
month experience with pre-school children.
Also some experience in proposal writing
and or fund raising.
SALARY $9800-$11.000 plus fringe
benefits
Submit resumes before October 10 to
Penobscot Health and Social Services.
Attention Denise Gilman.
Box 561
Old Town 04468
Co-op house economical
by Nancy McCallum
For 10 University students sharing a
house at 500 College Ave.. off-campus
living has proven to be convenient,
comfortable and, most important, econom-
ical.
Each student pays $110 per month. The
sum covers rent, food, heat, electricity,
telephone and all household costs.
Six men and four women live in a
cooperative arrangement at "Patch
House," a large nine-bedroom house
owned by the University. The house was
donated to UMO by Dr. Edith Patch, a
former professor. and it has been leased to
the students since January.
The Patch House residents have formed
the Orono Cooperative Housing Corpor-
ation. "When people move in they become
a member of OCHC." said Dave Roberts,
the corporation's treasurer.
Each of the members pays $50 for a
life-long membership. "As a member and
a person living in the house, each person is
also on the board of directors," Roberts
said.
"Our goal as a corporation is to buy our
own house, and then expand," said
Roberts. He doesn't think the University
will sell Patch House to OCHC. "We're
presently trying to get funding from HUD
(Housing and Urban Development) so we
can purchase a house. We're also trying to
get the trustees at UMO to help us get a
house. Our whole purpose is to provide
co-op housing for students."
Roberts believes co-ops can provide
better housing for students at more
reasonable rates than many apartments.
"Living in a co-op is economical, and also
healthier," he said.
Martha Spruce, one resident, said she
enjoyed the roominess of Patch House.
"I've never felt crowded here. We all have
our own bedrooms, except for two guys
who share a room." she said. Besides the
nine bedrooms, there are also two bath-
rooms, two kitchens, a large dining room
and two living rooms.
The cooking and housework is divided
evenly between the co-op members. "We
make up a schedule." said Bill Baker,
another resident. "We have jobs for
everyone. The jobs switch every week.
Each person does three things: one cooking
job, one dish job and one household
chore.''
The Patch House co-op belongs to two
food co-ops: the Ram's Horn and the Blue
Ox. "It's a big savings for us," said
Roberts. "We order our food in bulk." For
economic and nutritional reasons, Patch
House residents eat vegetarian fare,
Roberts said, although not all are strict
vegetarians.
Anyone interested in joining the co-op
should come to Patch House and fill out an
application, said Roberts. If an opening
arises at the house, people will be accepted
on a first-come, first-serve basis.
"What we want to do is let people know
about the co-op," said Roberts. "Coopera-
tive housing offers a much cheaper
alternative than anything else around.-
*Work study
'continued from page 91
couldn't give out much this year because
they reduced the amount of packages or
something. which I think is a lot of crap,"
she said.
Another student who received $750 of
work study last year and is getting none
this year. said she believes it's almost
better not working.
"If you did qualify after all, they would
subtract it from your financial aid or
scholarships. You were almost better off
not working. I said the hell with it," she
said.
lie are Maine's
running store!:
tU op"
aatattt MONDAY,TAP:
OCTOBER 2nd
RUNNING CENTER
25 Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine
Register for free drawing for a pair of running shoes.
NEW BALANCE-NIKE-BROOKS-TIGER-PUMA-ADIADAS
Sportswear-Dolphin-Phidippides- Jelenk-White Stag accessories-Cronus watches-ERG-Gatorade-
-Shoe Goo-Supersock-Runners Library-Books-Magazines-Periodicals
Cheek uith us for schedules of lectures on
cardio-‘ascular fitness, running injuries and related subjects.
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Spectrum arts and feature section
Dick Gregory: not a laughing matter
by Paul Battenfeld
What if a weird creature, the
product of artificial DNA manipu-
lation by scientists, was found in
the desert in Arizona?
That was one of the questions
Dick Gregory posed to a group of
200 persons gathered in the Damn
Yankee during an informal ques-
tion and answer session following
nis lecture in Hauck Auditorium
VVednesday night.
The answer he threw out was
even more startling. Might not that
be evidence of life from other
worlds and a good reason to form a
one-world government? he said.
That was only one of Gregory's
ideas revealing master plans to
rule and manipulate the world.
Gregory's theories on mass
manipulation have often branded
him a paranoid crackpot, but in the
Damn Yankee, and earlier in
Hauck, although there was much
BERMUDA TRIANGLE
Nomh.„..1... FRIDAY SEPT. 29
DAMN
YANKEE
r
A
PUB MEMORIAL UNION
504 Admission charge
8-Midnight
NO MINORS ALLOWED
NIZONOE NAME
RI. SEPT. 29 & SAT. SEPT. 30
MUDDY
WATERS
also T. J. Wheeler
and The Down•east Jazz Babies
FRI. OCTOBER 6
The BLEND
SUN. OCTOBER 8 8 PM
holiday Blues and Boogie show
Clip and save this ad, it will entitle you to a
free membership at the Red Barn this
weekend only. A membership means:
Posters and advertisement to you in the
mail and $1.00 discount at the door. -
laughter as he cracked jokes in
Greenwich Village club style, few
were laughing when he laid even
his most far-fetched ideas on them.
In fact, he frequently received
applause. •
Other ideas such as nylons that
seal the body from oxygen from
waist to toes, causing vaginal
infections: jockey shorts that hold
the testicles too close to body heat,
causing sterility: sunglasses that
block out the light and fool the
pupils to open up, letting ultra-
violet rays into the head and
causing brain damage, and elec-
tronic manipulation through tv
sets—are not joking matters,
Gregory said.
"I just can't believe those are
accidents,' 'he said. However, peo-
ple are aware of these things and
they let them continue, he said.
"I'm more worried about that
than anything,' he said.
Did you know the transcripts of
the Nuremburg Trials have never
been published?" Gregory asked
the group in the Damn Yankee.
"How many people knew that?' he
demanded. Less than 20 hands
went up. -The stuff Hitler fed the
Jews was to affect the cells of
unborn generations 10.000 years
hence." he said.
Just a few moments earlier
Gregory had referred to a food
formula he developed and is
hoping to have on the market some
day. It would eliminate depen-
dence on foods with artificial
coloring and preservatives that he
!continued to page 14]
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Amateur
Night
Oct .6 8 til 1
CONTEST
T-Shirts
Bikinis - Swim Wear
Make-Shift Costumes
1st Prize ... '100
2nd Prize ... '50
3rd Prize ... '25
MUST REGISTER TO COMPETE
SIGN UP ANY DAY
BETWEEN 8am - 8pm
PARAMOUNT LOUNGE
24 Harlow St.. Bc! or
BANGOR MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM
Sun. Oct.1 at 8 P.M.
Reserved Seats $7 50 $6 50 at BANGOR AUDITORIUM
BOX OFFICE. VINERS MUSIC. Bangor and Ellsworth.
AUGMENTED FIFTH. Orono and Camden Or mail money
order payable to Broadway Productions to Bangor Audito-
rium, 100 Sutton St Bangor ME. 04401 Enclose stamped
addressed envelope INFO 942-9000
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Afro-American dancer to visit University
Dancer and choreographer
Arthur Hall will visit UMO next
week for the second time to open
the dance season in the new dance
division of the School of Per-
forming Arts.
Hall, who will be accompanied
by drummer Farel Johnson, will
give two lecture-demonstration
dance programs for school children
and two public evening perfor-
mances—one in Hauck Auditorium
Thursday, Oct. 5, at 8 p.m. and on
in Ellsworth Hall and Johnson will
also give beginner's and advanced
classes for UMO students.
Teresa Torkanowsky,
coordinator of the dance division,
said Hall's residency last year was
one of the most successful events
of the year for dance students. Last
year. Hall coached advanced stu-
dents to perform two numbers with
him in the public performances and
he will again this year, Torkan-
owsky said.
Hall is founder and director of
the Ile-Ife Black Humanitarian
Center in Philadelphia, home of the
Afro-American Dance Ensembel,
which was established in 1958 as a
professional dance company per-
forming throughour the United
States and abroad. In 1970 Hall
developed and directed for several
years the cultural arts program for
Philadelphia's Model Cities Pro-
gram.
Hall's original choreography
stems from a knowledge of tradi-
tional forms of tribal and post tribal
balletic disciplines. He is also a
special consultant on dance to the
• Dick's magic formula
lcontinued from page 13}
claimed are similar to the Nurem-
burg experiments, he said.
"I wish I could make a machine
of a body to show just what
happens when you put those things
in your body, 'he said.
He also mentioned the recent
case of basketball star, Bill Walton,
who is suing the Portland Trail-
blazers. Walton said he was lied to
about a fracture in his leg and
given a painkiller. Gregory said he
told Walton, who was using the
food formula, there was no way he
could break a bone while on the
formula.
He said if one ate a diet of kelp,
comfrey, sunflower seeds and
sesame seeds, "you'd be close (to
the formula)."
Gregory said he ran from Los
Angeles to New York in 73 days
during 1976, eating only the
formula and fruit juices, to check
out the food. "It was the most
torturous thing I could do to my
body,' said Gregory, who was 44
when he made the run.
AUGMENTED FIFTH
We've moved
Now at the corner of
Mill St. & Main, Orono
FULL LINE OF MAXELL TAPES
STANTON CARTRIDGES
WEEKLY LP SPECIALS
Dan Fogelberg flk Tim Weisberg
"Twin Sons of Different Mothers"
Heart "Dog & Butterfly"
Boston "Don't Look Back"
Linda Rondstadt "Living in the U.S.A."
Styx "Pieces of Eight"
Valerie Carter "Wild Child"
Lynyrd Skynyrd "First & Last"
  $4.99 each 
Donna Summer "Live and more"
 $9.99 
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Arthur Hall will spend a week at UMO.
giving lectures and demonstrations.
National Endowment for the Arts
and a member of the Pennsylvania
Council on the Arts.
Drummer Farel Johnson, who
will present a drummers workshop
during the week, is music director
of the dance ensemble. He has
traveled and studied in the West
African countries of Ghana and
Togo, and in Spain, Jamaica,
Trinidad and Haiti.
Hall's performance at Hauck will
have an admission charge of $1.50
to UMO students and $2.50 to
others. Tickets are available at the
Memorial Union box office or at the
School of Performing Arts.
The Bounty Tavern Wants You!
Sunda,:
Monday:
Tuesday:
College I.D. Nits
College I.D. gets you in free
Disco Dance Contest
50.00 First Prize
Bikini Contest
850.00 First Prize
to best couple
Chance for trip
to Florida
The Best in Music end Fun!
Holiday Inn 500 Main St. Bangor
NOW SHOWING CINEMA 4
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Its now or never
Pressure mounts as Bears face Central Conn
by Kevin Burnham
The UMO football team will put their 0-3
mark on the line Saturday against Central
Connecticut, a team that Coach Jack
Bicknell saysthey can beat, although he
wishes he wasn't in this position.
"I think I do feel pressure," Bicknell
said. "As the week wears on. I'm going to
get more and more nervous about how
we're going to take it, how the kids will
react to playing down there."
Bicknell, speaking at his regular Tues-
day afternoon press conference, said he
felt the pressure is within. He said he
believes the team needs to get some
confidence and to get something going.
"We've got to get started now. We can't
say we're going to get started against
Rhode Island, who's a pretty good team,"
Bicknell said.
"We've got to get some continuity on
offense, at least get the same guys in there
two weeks in a row so we'll know what
we're doing," he added.
Bicknell said he's concerned that the
team plays well this week because Central
Connecticut is a team that can easily beat
Maine if the Bears aren't ready.
"We're not going to be out-muscled
by them. They're not any better than we
are," Bicknell said. "It's a matter of
playing well and playing enthusiastically."
Saturday's game will be Homecoming for
the Blue Devils.
"The tougher part of the Yankee
Conference looks like it may be over,"
Bicknell added. "I think we're going to be
in it with every team se have left to play. I
haven't seen films on Delaware or Lehigh,
but I think we can play with everyone I've
seen."
Massachusetts played better than Bick-
nell thought they would, in some respects,
but he also felt that if Maine hadn't made
so many mistakes, the game would have
been closer.
Field hockey squad
bows to Farmington
by Donna Pinkham
Although the Maine Black Bear field
hockey team outshot Farmington 37-4,
outplayed them on defense as well as
offense, and played a better game than
their previous two, they went down to their
second loss of the year 1-0 Wednesday.
Farmington's goal came 740 into the
first half as Deb Callahan's shot rebounded
off the leg of an Orono player for the only
point of the game.
Maine will play again this Saturday
against Colby at Lengyel Field beginning
at 3:00.
UMO volleyball
wins Bates
Invitational
Volleyball Coach Janet Anderson
is brimming with optimism as her
squad prepares to take on the
University 'of New Hampshire and
Boston University in a tri-match
tomorrow in Durham after sweeping
live victories at last week's Bates
College Invitational Tournament.
The Black Bears routed UMaine
Machias 15-2, 15-0: Farmington
15-3, 15-3; Presque Isle 15-11, 15-5:
Bridgewater State 15-7, 15-1: and
the host Bobcats 15-9. 15-7.
"I have 12 complete players, and
everyone passes will, hits well and
stron,;," F.aid theveteran coach.
This group is by far the most
balanced team I've had the privilege
to work with. This past invitational
has certainly given the players
confidence in themselves and shows
,oir potential as a team."
The Bears will be trying ti•
Improve last year's 15-9 record.
Yankee Conference stats
RUSHING (Yds Per Game)
Player G Alt Yds Ave ro
Mal Najarian, BU 2 63 257 4 0 2
Cliff Pedro*, MA 2 30 247 8 2 2
Leroy Shaw. RI 2 45 177 39 0
Dennis Dent, MA 2 10 176 176 2
Tony Jordan, CT 3 60 244 4 1 1
John Marquis, ME 3 59 221 3 7 1
Hank Sareault, MA 2 31 126 4 1 1
PASSING (Completions Per Game)
Player G Att Cmp Pci Yds TO Int
Steve Wholley, NH 3 55 30 545 458 1 2
Art Smedberg, BU 2 29 13 448 171 1 0
Mike McEviiiy, MA 2 32 12 375 149 2 o
Tony Traitor,. ME 3 44 18 386 218 1 5
Dave Greenhalg. CT 2 18 10 555 82 0 1
Steve Tosches, RI 2 26 10 384 143 1 1
PASS RECEIVING (Caught Per Game)
Player G No Yds
Dave Loehle. NH
Pat Madden, ME
Jim Sturgis, BU
Ken Sweitzer, CT
Dennis Dent, MA
PUNT RETURNS
AVE Lg
3 12 158 13.1 21
3 10 165 16.5 39
2 6 79 13.1 21
3 8 88 11.0 19
2 4 51 12.8 20
Player No Yds Ave
Kevin Sullivan, MA 5
Pat Madden. ME 4
CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Boston Unly
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New Hampshire
Maine
34 68
.65
Lg TO
21 0
10 0
All Games
C/G TO
40 0
3.3 0
3.0 1
2.7 0
2.0 1
W L T w L T Pis Opp
2 0 0 2 0 0 42 19
1 0 0 1 1 0 61 31
0 0 0 1 1 0 27 50
0 0 0 1 2 0 24 76
0 1 0 1 2 0 55 47
0 2 0 0 3 0 34 98
Bicknell added that this year's UMass
team was the best he had ever seen.
"The were very physical," Bicknell said.
"We've had a few tough breaks that
have made us not quite the team I thought
we could be, but that's all behind us now,"
Bicknell said. "This will be an important
week for us."
"I don't know who's my number one
quarterback right now. I've got a quarter-
back that can run and not throw (John
Tursky) and one that can throw and not
run, (Tony Trafton)," he said.
Peter Ouellette. Bicknell said, is now
learning the plays.
"We've got to get him so he can run the
offense. I don't think he's ready to play
every down, but at least we can get him to
the point where we can use him," Bicknell
said.
Shoes for Autumn...
We Got 'Elie
Subuzban
Dexter's classic casual for
men and women — solid
comfort — super savings!
men's retail
$31.00
women's retail
$27.00
outlet price
$20.99
outlet once
$18.99
MAINE'S SHOEMAKERS
Main St. 8( Hogan Rd. Bangor
J1ieVo5ton lac
Fall Semester
Delivered to your dorm room
7 DAYS $9.55
MON.-SAT. $6.30/wk
SUNDAYS only $3.60
Make Check Pay-able To: Tom Kevorkian
307 Aroostook Hall
581-7548
r NM MEI I= MI MI OM NM In SIM MN I= NMI all MIN NM Ell MIN ISM 11
The Boston Globe Subscription
rl A M E 
ADDRESS 
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Form
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Marquis: a pleasant surprise in a frustrating year
by Charlotte McAtee
One of the pleasant interludes in a sad season
for the UMO football team has been the
performance of running back John Marquis.
Trying to fill the void left by running back Rudy
DiPietro, Marquis has done a more than adequate
job. His 18 points scored leads the team, and he
has rushed for 221 yards in three games for a 3.7
average per carry. His four catches, for a total of 54
yards, makes him the third leading pass catcher for
the Black Bears this year.
John Marquis
Marquis is a senior but had to wait his turn for a
crack at the running spot.
"We tried him at different positions over the
years." said Coach Jack Bicknell. "But John has a
definite talent at running. So now we've put him
there, and that's it."
Marquis said, "Playing behind someone like
DiPietro, what can you do? You play as hard as you
can and you wait for your chance. You've got to
have confidence in yourself and strive to play
better.
"As for trying to fill someone's shoes, I'm not
Rudy DiPietro. I'm trying to play the way I'm
supposed to play."
Which isn't bad, according to Bicknell. "I'm
very pleased with John this year," he said. "We
saw quality in him this spring at practice, and he
hasn't disappointed us. He had a lot of pressure on
him because of the injury to Mike Edwards, and
he's stepped right in and done the job."
Injuries have been a crippling problem to the
Black Bears this fall, as Bicknell has been forced to
play a game of musical quarterback.
Marquis said it "throws the continuity off a bit."
"You get used to the way a certain guy hands off,
for example. But there's nothing the coach can do
about it.
"So far I've been lucky and haven't had a major
injury,' eie said. "People tend to look at football as
such a violent sport, but I don't really think of it
that way. I don't try to hury anyone. I don't like to
punish people physically or to be punished. My
position is more of a thinking position.
"Sometimes you feel like losing your temper, if
a guy gets dirty. But you can't. I'll mention it to the
referees if something like that happens and ask
them to keep an eye out. When we played DaytorE
a guy got kicked out of the game for punching
me."
Marquis smiled when he talked about running.
"I just love to run." he said. "And that's the best
way to get back at an opponent. You get back at
them on the field.
"My first touchdown! That was the greatest. We
were on about the 25-yard line; it was a pass play.
The linebackers blitzed, so it was a perfect setup. I
remember turning around after I caught the ball,
and there was nobody there. It was just a race to
the end zone."
"John's a really good influence on the other
guys," said a teammate. "He's a good morale
man."
"Every running back is a reflection of his line,"
Marquis said. "Nobody notices the lineman, so
you try to encourage them. If someone makes a
mistake, you don't get on his back.
Maine's record has not quenched Marquis'
optimism. "We've played some really tough
teams. A lot of it is in your attitude. You make
mistakes, then you get nervous about it, you get
down. If things don't go well, you get upset. And
people are saying derogatory things about us
because we're not winning. It gets to be a vicious
circle. But I think things will get better now."
Soccer team
edges Bobcats
by Danno Hynes ,.
The UMO soccer squad will try to make
it three in a row tomorrow when they take
to the road to play the University of
Massachusetts. The Black Bears won their
first road game of the season. Wednesday
when they came from behind once again to
defeat Bates College 3-1.
Freshman coach Doug Biggs was
generally pleased with his teams'
performance although he admitted that
they would have much to work on before
tomorrow's match. "We played well at
times but at other times we made a lot of
mental mistakes,' said Biggs. Biggs
praised the performances of Mike
Osbourne on defense and Mike Davee on
the UMO nets. "Davee played real
well,' said Biggs. "He made some great
saves."
Looking towards the UMass game Biggs
said simply, "They're loaded." UMass is
currently undefeated and has knocked off
some good teams already. "They're very
quick and very good. They will capitalize
on your mistakes so we must be careful not
to turn the ball over in our area, "said
Biggs.
UMass will be only the second Yankee
Conference team that the Black Bear
booters have faced this season so if the
team can pull an upset they could make a
run for a strong showing in the Y.C. "I'd
like to come back with a win,"said Biggs.
"It's possible, but it depends on how we
play. There's no doubt that we're up for
Undefeated women's
tennis squad
defeats Colby again
by Scott Cole
Things are looking good for the UMO's
womens' tennis team. Before the season
Coach Eileen Fox had looked to Colby to be
her squad's toughest in-state opponent.
Well now two weeks into the season the
Black Bears have taken care of that same
Colby squad with dispatch both home and
away. The latest conquest was Tuesday
when the Black Bears travelled down to
Colby and rolled past them 5-2. In that
match Maine's top three singles players
Kris Everett, Pam Cohen, and Tona Buros
kept their individual unbeaten strings alive
while the doubles combos of Sara Magrane
and Kathie Curnick and Laurie Page and
Kathy Gwynn also scored wins.
Tomorrow morning the Black Bears, 3-0,
host the University of Vermont at 10:30.
The leadership training available in Army
ROTC is second to none. The •
adventurous, challenging activities you'll
experience make for one of the most
exciting courses on campus.
And there's no obligation your first two
years. If you decide to drop Army ROTC
as a freshman or sophomore, you can.
With no military obligation. That's how sure
we are you'll want to stay in.
581-7112
Army ROY r,rirn what it takes to lead
See Us Today! We Are In The Memorial Gym
de% .10
Midweek
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Sorry folks, but it's 'wait until next year'
by Greg Betts
The scene was so classic, so
intense and so absolutely perfect
that it was almost absurd.
And if not for the Red Sox loss to
the Yankees (5-4) Monday. it might
even be funny.
No one in all their wildest
fantasies would have thought back in
April that this, one of the more
incredible seasons in baseball his-
tory, would all climax with a swing of
the bat in Fenway Park on such a
gorgeous fall afternoon.
The stage was set before 35,000
howling Bostonians for the closing
chapter in a summer that had more
ups and downs than a manic
depressive.
It had to come down to the very
Last pitch thrown by Rich Gossage, in
a sudden death playoff, before
anyone would know which locker
room would be guzzling the cham-
pagne on their way to Kansas City.
But then again, what other way could
it possibly have been?
So it was Mike Torrez, the former
Yankee whom George Steinbrenner
told to take a walk, going for the Sox,
while the amazing Ron Guidry threw
for the Yankees.
Boston struck first as the living
legend Carl Yastrzemski sent one
flying over the right field wall to give
the Red Sox a 1-0 lead and, for the
time being, the momentum was with
the home team.
UMO students reacted by shun-
ning the passive role of spectator in
favor of vocal encouragement. As if
to aid the Red Sox ill-fated efforts at
victory, raucous support rang from
all corners of the campus.
Both pitchers continued battling
each other, not allowing another run
until Rick Burleson led off the sixth
inning with a double, advancing to
third on Jerry Remy's sacrifice and
scoring on a single by Jim Rice.
Before that, big Jim Ed had gone
hitless in 10 at bats against Guidry.
The Boston fans could almost
reach out and feel a victory now, and
they weren't about to let it get away
this time.
But try telling Bucky Dent that, as
the Yankee shortstop just cleared the
left field wall in the seventh inning
with two aboard to make it 3-2 New
York. As it had done all season long,
the momentum switched again. It
was shower time for Torrez, and in
came Bob Stanley in an effort to pick
up the pieces. He allowed a run
scoring single to the first man he
faced, Thurman Munson, and got
out ot the inning with the Yankees
leading 4-2.
Boston got to Guidry again in the
seventh but couldn't score against
the cagey left-hander. Lemon fearing
that his ace was tiring and brought in
flame-thiower Rich Gossage, who
did his job by retiring the side.
The man Boston fans (and all
baseball fans for that matter) love to
hate, Reggie Jackson, made it 5-2 in
the eighth with a lead-off homer into
the centerfleld bleachers and it
looked like that was all she wrote for
the Red Sox.
But ahah, remember this was the
year that you could never count on
anything lasting for long in the
'continued to page 81
Inspectors to enforce
state drinking age laws
by John Donnelly
Despite claims by a state liquor inspector to the
contrary, University officials contend state inspectors
will be cracking down and enforcing the drinking age law
on campus.
"It seems to me that they (liquor inspectors) will be on
campus checking things out. I don't know how often or
when but they'll be here. And apparently they won't be
distinguishable types. They'll be just like students," said
William T. Lucy, associate dean of Student Activities
and Organizations.
Lucy said meetings have taken place recently
concerning drinking age enforcement. The various
meetings involved liquor inspector Sergeant Blaine
Robinson, Bureau of Liquor Enforcement; Alan G.
Reynolds, director of UMO's Department of Police and
Safety; Dwight L. Rideout, dean of Student Affairs;
Thomas D. Aceto, vice president of Student Affairs; and
Lucy.
Reynolds, at a Breakfast Club meeting Thursday,
announced that more liquor inspectors would be coming
on campus in the near future. "Enforcement is going to
be reasonable, but some arrests could take place before
the situation clears up." he said.
The action, he said, is occurring because of a disregard
for the drinking age laws at dormitory and fraternity
parties.
Reynolds could not be reached for further comment.
However, Robinson said Monday that the enforcement
will be no different than last year. when the 20-year-old
drinking age went into effect.
"We've been working at full capacity since last year
and will continue to do so," Robinson said. He said there
are 16 liquor inspectors in the state.
"We work hand-in-hand with the University police.
We don't plan to do anything different than last year.
We'll be having more meetings in the near future, but
this (enforcement of drinking age laws) happens e
very
year," he said.
"Is there a big drive to knock down the 
campus? No.
As long as they follow the law then 
they'll be no
problem," he said.
Robinson noted that a maximum fine of $200 and/or 11
months in jail could be levied against a minor who
 1
Ride 'em cowgirl. This contestant lets
everyone know who's the victor in the chicken
fights at Hilltop Complex's Bergspitze, which
took place over the weekend. Story and more
photos on page 7 [photo by Bill Mason I.
breaks the age law. He added that illegal sales of liquor
to a minor would be a "much bigger fine" but would not
quote a figure.
Because of the threat of increased enforcement, one
complex coordinator. Carmelina Procaccini of Hilltop,
said, "We're tightening up in our own responsibility.
The definition of public and private is a very nebulous
thing."
Procaccini said one provision in Residential Life's
guidelines for alcohol use at private functions has been
changed.
"It said minors could provide their own alcohol at
private functions. It's now deleted from the guidelines."
she said.
Residential Life guidelines state that a responsibility
sheet must be signed by individuals who are in charge of
the function, state liquor identifications are required and
must be checked by the people in charge and access to
the alcohol also will be controlled by them.
"Somebody is going to get it," said Cinder Thompson,
resident director of Somerset. "I'm going to make damn
sure people check (ID's) at kegs. We don't want any
body
to get screwed.
"I don't know if I'd dare to sign those forms
(responsibility sheets). It's too easy for somebody to be
lax. There aren't necessarily going to be l
iquor
inspectors who are 50-year -olds with a tie
going around. It's going to be hard for the student staff
to deal with it." Thompson said.
Procaccini. however, feels that the crackdown of
enforcement could be a good move. "I think this is a
good change in a way, because if students think they are
being treated childishly, they will band together. I t
hink
!continued to page 91
c-Inside: 
Bears win
The UMO football team walked away with
their first victory Saturday by edging the Blue
Devils of Central Connecticut 32-26. Story on
page 10.
Med school opens
Maine's first medical school, charging
S10,000 a year in tuition, opened its doors
Monday for 36 students. Story on page 7.
